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Fundamentals of Chromosome Mapping 
 

“Chromosome Mapping” is the process of assigning one or more segments of DNA to an ancestor or 
ancestral couple based on sharing the segment(s) with a cousin having a known genealogical relationship. 
 
In the case of tested ancestors (parents, grandparents, etc.), segments shared with the ancestor are easily 
mapped as having come from that ancestor. In the case of tested relatives who are not ancestors, segments 
are mapped to the ancestor or ancestral couple shared with that tested relative. Generally, the closer the 
relative the greater the number of shared segments. 
 
Chromosome mapping can be complicated by factors such as endogamy, pedigree collapse, and other 
issues. It can be challenging to map segments for genetic matches that share several different family lines. 
Small segments (smaller than 7 cM) can also be an issue when chromosome mapping, as small segments 
may be false. There are MANY segments to map! 

 
Relationship Average # of Segments 

4 Grandparents 91 – 114 segments 
8 Great-Grandparents 128 – 176 segments 

 
Testing Relatives 
 

Almost any relative can be used for chromosome mapping. Siblings and children are generally not useful 
for chromosome mapping, as a full sibling shares both parents, a half-sibling shares one parent, and 
children inherited your DNA. Beyond that, however, other relatives sharing DNA with you can help you 
map your segments. For example, segments shared with the following cousins can be mapped as 
described: 
 

- Aunt/uncle – segments mapped to your grandparents (not ideal);  
- Full first cousins – segments mapped to shared set of grandparents (not ideal); 
- Half cousins – segments mapped to a set of shared great-grandparents; 
- Full second cousins – segments mapped to a set of shared great-grandparents 
- And so on… 

 
Segment Data 

Chromosome Mapping relies on segment data, which is information about the piece(s) of DNA that two 
people share. Typically, segment data includes a chromosome number, start location, stop location, 
segment size, and perhaps the number of tested SNPs in the segment. 
 

Name Chromosome Start End Size SNP 
Julio G. Chr3 14,409,980 25,297,332 12 cM 1,437 
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The main sources of segment data from the following companies or third-party tools: 

- 23andMe 
- Family Tree DNA 
- GEDmatch 
- Living DNA  
- MyHeritage 

 
AncestryDNA does not provide segment data to test-takers. If both matches transfer to GEDmatch or 
another testing company, they can obtain that segment data. 
 
DNA Painter (www.DNAPainter.com)  
 
DNA Painter is a website that allows you to map shared segments of DNA to your chromosomes. The site 
also offers powerful tools to estimate your relationships to unknown matches. The site is created and 
managed by Jonny Perl of London, a programmer and active member of the genetic genealogy community. 
 

 
 
DNA Painter is a subscription service, although it has a free option. As shown in the summary below, a 
paid subscription can have up to 50 different profiles (i.e, chromosome maps) while a free membership can 
have just one profile. A DNA Painter subscription is $30 for six (6) months or $55 for one (1) year.  
 

 
 
Additionally, subscribers have access to the “Bulk Import Tool,” which was added to DNA Painter in the 
summer/fall of 2018. The tool allows for bulk import of matches from testing companies, and enables 
custom profiles using data assembled in a spreadsheet. To use the import tool, go into any of your profiles, 
click on the 'settings' button above the chromosomes, and click 'Import data'. 
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Adding Segment Data (Mapping Genetic Matches): 
 
To add segment data to an existing profile, click on “Paint a New Match” in the upper right-hand corner of 
a new or existing profile: 
 

 
 
This produces a pop-up which asks for the segment information:  
 

 
 
Providing the segment data is as easy as cut and paste. 
For example, a One-to-One analysis at GEDmatch of a 
set of second cousins produces the following table of 
segment data. 
 
To add this segment data, select the entire page (don’t 
worry about the extraneous information, this is 
automatically removed by DNA Painter), and then copy 
the information.  
 
Now go back to the pop-up from DNA Painter, and paste 
the data into the field and hit “Save Match Now.” In the 
next screen you can provide information about the match 
used to generate the information, the common 
ancestor(s), and more. 
 
Keep good notes! This will help you determine, years 
from now, why and how you mapped a match! 
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DNA Painter Tools (Shared cM Tools) 

 
The DNA Painter website also hosts several 
tools for genealogists. Currently, all the 
tools are shared DNA tools that examine 
potential relationships between test takers 
based on the total amount of DNA those 
test takers share in common. The tools are 
based on the Shared cM Project. 
 
 
The Shared cM tool v4 uses data from the 
Shared cM Project to plot relationships, but 
it also includes probabilities generated by 
Leah Larkin, Ph.D. 
(www.theDNAGeek.com) from an 
AncestryDNA white paper. As shown in 
this image, entering a total amount of 
shared DNA (here, 800 cM) reveals several 
possible relationships within two different 
probability groupings:  
 

 
 
 
 
DNA Painter Resources: 
 

• DNA Painter Facebook (“DNA Painter User Group”): 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/127620554606673/  
 

• DNA Painter YouTube Video (Blaine Bettinger): https://youtu.be/wyjcJxywTZI   
 

• DNA Painter tools: https://dnapainter.com/tools  
 

• DNA Painter Articles from a variety of authors/bloggers/genealogists: 
https://dnapainter.com/help/articles  
 

• Estes, Roberta. “DNA Painter – Chromosome Sudoku for Genetic Genealogy Addicts,” DNA-
eXplained, 28 Mar 2018 (https://dna-explained.com/2018/03/28/dna-painter-chromosome-
sudoku-for-genetic-genealogy-addicts/).  
 

• Perl, Jonny. “Painting your DNA with inferred matches,” Medium, 27 October 2017 
(https://medium.com/@dnapainter/painting-your-dna-with-inferred-matches-28718a3da44c).  

 


